We present a detailed analysis of IC 4776, a planetary nebula displaying a morphology believed to be typical of central star binarity. The nebula is shown to comprise a compact hourglass-shaped central region and a pair of precessing jet-like structures. Time-resolved spectroscopy of its central star reveals periodic radial velocity variability consistent with a binary system. While the data are insufficient to accurately determine the parameters of the binary, the most likely solutions indicate that the secondary is probably a low-mass main sequence star. An empirical analysis of the chemical abundances in IC 4776 indicates that the common-envelope phase may have cut short the AGB evolution of the progenitor. Abundances calculated from recombination lines are found to be discrepant by a factor of approximately two relative to those calculated using collisionally excited lines, suggesting a possible correlation between low abundance discrepancy factors and intermediate-period post-common-envelope central stars and/or Wolf-Rayet central stars. The detection of a radial velocity variability associated with binarity in the central star of IC 4776 may be indicative of a significant population of (intermediate-period) post-common-envelope binary central stars which would be undetected by classic photometric monitoring techniques.
INTRODUCTION
Planetary nebulae (PNe) are the intricate, glowing shells of gas ejected by low-and intermediate-mass stars at the end of their asymptotic giant branch (AGB) evolution which are then ionized by the emerging pre-white dwarf core. With some ∼80 per cent of all PNe showing deviation from spherical symmetry (Parker et al. 2006) , it has proven impossible to understand their structures in terms of single star evolution (Soker 2006; Nordhaus et al. 2007; García-Segura et al. 2014) , with binarity frequently invoked to explain their diverse, often strongly axisymmetrical morphologies (De Marco 2009; ).
E-mail: paula@camk.edu.pl While a lower limit to the close-binary central star fraction is well constrained (at ∼20%) by photometric monitoring surveys (Miszalski et al. 2009a) , it is insufficient to explain all aspherical PNe. The remaining aspherical PNe are generally understood to be the products of mergers, wider binaries and/or weaker binary interactions (i.e. the engulfment of a Jovian mass planet; De Marco & Soker 2011) . This hypothesis is supported by common-envelope (CE) population synthesis models, which predict a significant number of post-CE binaries with orbital periods of several days to a few weeks (e.g. Han et al. 1995) while almost all of the known post-CE central stars have periods less than one day .
The lack of known post-CE central stars with intermediate periods (only three are known to have periods greater than three days, Méndez & Niemela 1981; Manick et al. 2015; Miszalski et al. 2017 ) is, perhaps, not unreasonable given that the majority of the effort has been focused on photometric monitoring which becomes particularly insensitive at these longer periods . Recent work, however, has shown that targeted radial velocity monitoring can begin to reveal these missing binary systems (Miszalski et al. 2017; . Constraining this population is of particular interest given that observations of "naked" (i.e. those with no surrounding PN) white dwarf plus main sequence binaries find a similar dearth of intermediate period systems (Nebot Gómez-Morán et al. 2011) , strongly indicating that the lack of known systems is not purely an observational bias. Understanding to what extent this population is truly absent (rather than just difficult to detect) will greatly further our understanding of the common envelope process itself (Toonen & Nelemans 2013) .
IC 4776 is a relatively bright, small planetary nebula comprising a central, bipolar, hourglass-like structure and an extended, jet-like structure revealed for the first time by the images presented in this paper (see Figure 1 and Section 2.1). Both jets and hourglass structures have been strongly linked to binary central stars (Miszalski et al. 2009b ). The nebula has been shown to display dual-dust chemistry (i.e. features associated with both carbon-and oxygen-rich dust; Perea-Calderón et al. 2009; Górny et al. 2010) , which has also been linked to a possible binary evolution of the nebular progenitor (Guzman-Ramirez et al. 2014) . The spectral type of its central star is unclear but has been classified by various authors as [WC] (e.g. Aller & Keyes 1985) . The apparent presence of narrow emission lines has also earned it a wels classification (Tylenda et al. 1993 ), now generally not considered a valid classification given that in many cases the emission lines themselves do not originate from the stars but from their host nebulae (Basurah et al. 2016) or are the product of the irradiation of a main-sequence companion (Miszalski et al. 2011b) .
Based on the likelihood that it hosts a binary central star, IC 4776 was selected for further study as part of a programme to search for binary central stars through timeresolved radial velocity monitoring. Here, we present the results of that radial velocity study, revealing variability consistent with an intermediate period, post-CE binary. We furthermore present spatio-kinematic and chemical analyses of the nebula itself, in order to further constrain the relationship between the nebula and the probable central binary.
NEBULAR MORPHOLOGY AND KINEMATICS

FORS2 narrowband imagery
Narrowband imagery of IC 4776 was obtained using the FORS2 instrument mounted on ESO's VLT-UT1 (Appenzeller et al. 1998) . In all three bands, the nebula shows a similar morphology, namely an "X"-shape, which is most prominently visible in the light of [O ii] λ3727 . At all three wavelengths the central shell appears the brightest, while only at [O ii] λ3727 it is possible to discern its detailed structure. This hourglass morphology is extremely similar to that of MyCn 18, a PN often hypothesised to have originated from a binary interaction owing to its similarity to some nebulae surrounding symbiotic binary stars (Corradi & Schwarz 1993) . MyCn 18, in addition to its central hourglass, displays a system of high velocity knots which may well be analogous to the jets observed in IC 4776 (Bryce et al. 1997; O'Connor et al. 2000) , further highlighting the similarities between the two nebulae. The jets of IC 4776 are evident in all filters but most prominently in the light of Hα where their remarkable structure is clearest. The evident curvature of the jets is a strong indication of precession, which can be a natural product of a central binary system (Raga et al. 2009 ). Such precessing jets have been observed in several close-binary PNe, e.g. Fg 1 (Boffin et al. 2012) , ETHOS 1 (Miszalski et al. 2011a), and NGC 6337 (García-Díaz et al. 2009; Hillwig et al. 2016) , providing a solid observational link between jets and binarity.
FLAMES-GIRAFFE integral field spectroscopy
Spatially-resolved, high-resolution, integral-field spectroscopy of IC 4776 was obtained on August 8 2013 using FLAMES-GIRAFFE mounted on ESO's VLT-UT2 (Pasquini et al. 2002) . The seeing during the observations did not exceed 1 . The ARGUS integral field unit, employed in its standard '1:1' scale mode (resulting in a total aperture of 11.5 x 7.3 sampled by an array of 22×14 0.52 ×0.52 microlenses), was used to feed the GIRAFFE spectrograph setup with the H665.0/HR15 grating (providing a resolution of R∼30 000 in the range 6470Å λ 6790Å). ARGUS was oriented at P.A. = 38
• (to coincide with the symmetry axis of the nebula) and with only two telescope pointings, offset by about 10 to each other, we were able to obtain a complete coverage of the nebula (which is ∼20 long including the faint extended emission), as shown in Figure 2 . Two exposures of 245-s were obtained for each of the two pointings, with the resulting data reduced and combined to produce a single, wavelength-calibrated data-cube for each pointing using the standard ESO-GIRAFFE pipeline. Finally, the data from the two pointings were corrected to heliocentric velocity and combined to form a single data-cube using specially written python routines.
In the wavelength range of the ARGUS data there are several spectral lines: Hα, [N ii] λλ6548,6584 and the [S ii] λλ6717,6731 doublet. In order to probe the kinematics and morphology of the nebula, we focus on the [N ii] λ6584 line given that it is brighter than [S ii] λλ6717,6731 and has a lower thermal width than Hα.
Channel maps for the [N ii] λ6584 line are shown in Figure 3 . Each channel shows a cross-section through the nebula at a different velocity relative to the rest velocity of [N ii] λ6584, starting from the top left-hand side channel being the most blue-shifted (velocity of about −130 km s −1 ), ending on the bottom right-hand side channel being the most red-shifted (velocity of about 137 km s −1 ). Each channel is a sum of three slices of the reduced cube where the wavelength step between slices is approximately 0.05Å (i.e., each channel represents a range of 0.15Å≡6.83 km s −1 at [N ii] λ6584). The brightness/contrast is calculated individually for each channel using a logarithmic function in order to display the maximum amount of structural information possible.
The systemic velocity of the nebula has been previously found to be v sys =16.3±0.6 km s −1 (Durand et al. 1998) , and around this velocity the channel maps present two circular structures joined at the position of the central star. This can be interpreted as the contribution of the two lobes of an inclined bipolar shell, as inferred from the imagery presented in Section 2. Further from this central velocity, one lobe begins to dominate, just as would be expected from an inclined hourglass. Yet further still from the systemic velocity (e.g. v sys ± ∼20km s −1 ), a second component begins to contribute significantly to the observed emission in each channel map, initially appearing close to the central star and then moving away at velocities furthest from the systemic velocity. This emission feature clearly originates from the jets, presenting with a similarly curved appearance at the largest velocities. The jets themselves also present clearly greater velocities than the central shell (the maximum extent of which is at roughly v sys ±35km s −1 ), reaching more than 100km s −1 away from the systemic velocity. Furthermore, there is an evident asymmetry in the jet velocities given that the blue-shifted jet reaches roughly v sys −130km s −1 , while the red-shifted component only reaches as far as v sys +100km s −1 . Figure 2 reinforces this idea as in the high contrast image the Northern jet extends beyond the region encompassed by the FLAMES-GIRAFFE observations (centred on the central star), while the Southern jet is apparently well covered. Given the clear precession visible in both the imagery and IFU spectroscopy it is not possible to derive a simple correlation between lineof-sight velocity and distance from the central star which would further constrain the asymmetry.
A 2 spaxel region surrounding the central star was collapsed (equivalent to a slit-width of 1.04 ) in order to produce a simulated longslit spectrum. The position-velocity array of this simulated longslit is shown in Figure 4 . The position-velocity array shows a clear "X"-shape, typical of such bipolar, hourglass structures, as well as end-caps corresponding to the brightest regions of jet emission (further emission from the jets can be seen with increased contrast which blows out the central nebula).
Shape modelling
A spatio-kinematic model of the central hourglass of IC 4776 was constructed based on the narrowband imagery and spatially-resolved spectroscopy presented above. The shape software was used, following the standard workflow presented in Steffen et al. (2010) , varying both morphological and kinematic parameters over a wide-range of parameter space with the best fit being determined from a byeye comparison of synthetic images and velocity channel maps to the observations. The jets themselves are too complex to be treated by a simple spatio-kinematic model, and their detailed modelling is reserved for a subsequent paper (Santander-García et al., in prep) . Although, it is worth noting that, in principle, the data are of sufficient quality to derive the precession properties of the jets, which can then be related to the parameters of the central binary star (e.g. Raga et al. 2009; Boffin et al. 2012) at the time the jet was launched (constrained by the kinematical age of the jet).
The best-fitting shape model, as expected from appearance of the nebula in the narrowband imagery, comprises an hourglass-like structure whose symmetry axis is inclined at 
42
• ±4
• with respect to the plane of the sky (see Figure 5 ). The velocity structure of the nebula is found to be well represented by a flow-law whereby all velocities are radial from the central star and proportional to the distance from the central star. Such flow-laws, often referred to as "Hubble flows", are generally taken to imply an eruptive event in which the majority of the nebular shaping occurred during a brief time period. However, Steffen et al. (2009) showed that while deviations from a "Hubble flow" should be appreciable and easily observed in PNe formed via the classical interacting stellar winds model (Kwok et al. 1978; Kahn & West 1985) , such a simple flow law will provide a good first order estimation of the overall morphological and kinematic properties of the nebula. Particularly given the relatively low spatial resolution of the FLAMES-GIRAFFE observations c.f. the size of IC 4776, we are unable to constrain the presence (or not) of such deviations from a "Hubble flow".
The systemic velocity of the nebula is found to agree well with the literature value of 16.3±0.6 km s −1 (Durand et al. 1998) , and was fixed in the modelling. The kinematical age of the nebula is found to be approximately 300 yr kpc −1 (with a significant uncertainty due to the small size of the nebula). While there is significant variation in distance determinations for IC 4776 in the literature, the kinematical age would imply a rather young nebula at all but the very largest distances. The distance of 1.01 kpc determined by Phillips & Pottasch (1984) would seem to imply an impossibly young nebula, while the distances derived by Stanghellini et al. (2008, 4.97 kpc) and Frew et al. (2016, 4.44±1.27 kpc) would give a more reasonable age of ∼1500 years.
NEBULAR CHEMISTRY
High-resolution longslit spectroscopy of the nebula IC 4776 was acquired on August 9 2016 using the Ultra-violet and Visual Echelle Spectrograph (UVES) mounted on ESO's VLT-UT2 (Dekker et al. 2000) . Exposures were acquired using both arms of the spectrograph with the following set-ups. Using Dichroic 1 (3× 150s exposures, 1× 20s exposure), the blue-arm was set to a central wavelength of 3460Å (with the standard HER 5 blocking filter) while the red-arm was set to a central wavelength of 5800Å (with the standard SHP700 blocking filter). Using Dichroic 2 (3× 300s exposures, 1× 60s exposure, 1× 20s exposure), the blue-arm was set to a central wavelength of 4370Å (again with the standard HER 5 blocking filter) while the red-arm was set to 8600Å (with the standard OG590 blocking filter). A slit-width of 2.4 was employed, and the seeing during the observations was approximately 1.5 . The spectra were reduced using the standard UVES pipeline and flux-calibrated using 300s exposures of the standard star LTT 7987 taken with the same set-ups directly following the observations of IC 4776. Collectively, the spectra provide near-continuous wavelength coverage from ∼3000-10 000Å (see Figure A1 ). To construct the final spectrum, we took the median of the flux at each wavelength from the longest exposures in each setup, and where lines were saturated, replaced the affected ranges with values from the shorter exposures in which saturation was not an issue.
Emission line fluxes were measured using the alfa code (Wesson 2016) , which optimises parameter fits to the line profiles using a genetic algorithm following the subtraction of a global continuum. The effectiveness of alfa in measuring PN line fluxes has previously been demonstrated in several papers (e.g. Jones et al. 2016) , and is further demonstrated in Figures 7 and A1. alfa assumes that all lines have a Gaussian profile. At the high resolution of the UVES spectra, velocity structure is evident, and lines of different ionisation have different profiles. For the purposes of chemical analysis, we binned the spectra by a factor of 10 in wavelength, resulting in Gaussian profiles for all lines.
353 emission lines were measured, of which 329 were resolved and 24 were blends of two or more lines.Échelle spectra may contain many spurious features due to bleeding of strong lines from adjacent orders. In general, these do not affect the analysis, as ALFA only attempts to fit features close to the wavelengths of known emission lines. Spurious features not fitted by ALFA may be seen in panels (a) and (b) of Figure 7 (though they are also present in all panels of Figure A1 ). However, in a few cases, the bleeding may be blended with nebular emission. The O ii recombination line at 4089Å is one such case, and this impacts the estimate of the temperature and density from the ratios of O ii lines, as discussed below. Table A1 lists the observed and dereddened fluxes measured for all emission lines measured in the spectra, together with their 1σ uncertainties.
Physical conditions as well as chemical abundances were calculated from the emission line fluxes using the neat code (Wesson et al. 2012) . The code uses Monte Carlo techniques to propagate uncertainties in line flux measurements into the derived quantities (for full details please see Wesson et al. 2012) . The physical parameters determined for IC 4776 are listed in Table 1 .
The extinction towards the nebula was estimated from the flux-weighted average of the ratios of Hα, Hγ and Hδ to Hβ, and the Galactic extinction law of Howarth (1983) . Hγ and Hδ are in the same spectrum as Hβ, while Hα is in a separate spectrum. The three lines give consistent estimates of the logarithmic extinction at Hβ, c(Hβ), which is 0.22±0.03.
The nebular density is estimated using several standard collisionally excited line (CEL) diagnostics, as well as from the Balmer and Paschen decrements, and the ratios of O ii recombination lines. The CEL diagnostics give relatively high densities of 10000-30000 cm −3 ; the Paschen and Balmer decrements also imply high densities, of 10 4 -10 5 cm −3 , although with larger uncertainties (see Figure 6 ). The O ii recombination line ratios imply a lower density of ∼3000 cm −3 , with the caveat that the 4089Å line flux on which the ratios rely may be overestimated due to bleeding from adjacent orders. If its flux is overestimated, the density derived is underestimated.
Temperatures determined from CEL ratios are around 10kK. The Balmer and Paschen jumps are well detected and permit the derivation of temperatures from their magnitudes. They are statistically consistent with each other, but slightly lower than the temperatures from CELs, Table 1 . Extinction, temperatures and densities of IC 4776 as derived using the neat code, as well as the temperatures and densities used for the determination of the chemical abundances listed in Tables 2 and 3. c(Hβ) = 0.22
n e (BJ) (cm −3 ) = 11400 +16900 −6800 n e (PJ) (cm −3 ) = 57500 +54500 −28000
T e (He 5876/4471) (K) = 3180 +1060 −800
with T(BJ)=8900±800K, and T(PJ)=7200±1000K, where
The ratios of the three strong helium lines at 4471, 5876 and 6678Å are weakly temperaturesensitive, and these are well enough detected to enable their use as a diagnostic; the temperatures from the λ5876/λ4471 and the λ6678/λ4471 ratios are significantly lower than from other aforementioned methods, at 3-4kK. Finally, O ii recombination line ratios imply a temperature consistent with the helium line ratios, albeit with a large statistical uncertainty, in addition to the systematic uncertainty of the effect of bleeding, which would result in an underestimate of the temperature. Chemical abundances were derived from both collisionally excited lines and recombination lines (ORLs), with total chemical abundances derived using the ionisation correction scheme of . Heavy element recombination lines are very well detected in the spectra, and as such it is possible to measure abundances for C 2+ , C 3+ , O 2+ , N 2+ , N 3+ and Ne 2+ . The neat code employed for the analysis assumes a three-zone ionization scheme. The average of n e ([O ii]) and n e ([S ii]) was adopted as representative of the density of low-ionisation zone (Ionisation Potential, IP < 20 eV), while the average of n e ([Cl iii]) and n e ([Ar iv]) was applied for the medium ionisation zone (20 eV <IP< 45 eV). The electron temperature obtained from [N ii] was used for the temperature of the low-ionisation zone, and the average of the temperatures derived using [O iii], [Ar iii], and [S iii] lines taken as the temperature of the medium-ionisation zone. No lines of the high ionisation regime (IP>45 eV) are detected, so no high-ionisation conditions are assumed. The medium-ionisation parameters were also employed in the derivation of abundances from ORLs. The calculated abundances, from both ORLs and CELs, are listed in Tables 2 and 3. O 2+ permits the best determination of the abundance discrepancy, as ORLs and CELs of the ion are both present in optical spectra. The plots highlight the general tendency towards larger densities (∼10 4 -10 5 cm −3 ), consistent with those measured from CEL diagnostics. Note that H14 is blended with a line of [S iii] and, as such, its flux is overestimated. P13 and P16 lie close to the ends of two of our spectra where the flux calibration uncertainties are large (and not reflected in the plotted uncertainties which are simply the statistical uncertainties on the flux measurement), and as such their fluxes are almost certainly underestimated given that they fall well below the trend of the other measured lines. P14 and P15 are not shown as they lie in a gap in our spectral coverage.
and 5007Å. The abundances derived from the well-detected multiplets V1, V2, V10, V12, and V19 agree very well with each other; lines from multiplets V5, V20, V25, V28 and a number of 3d-4f transitions are detected, but imply much higher abundances and may be affected by noise or bleeding from strong lines in adjacent orders. As such, the total O 2+ abundance is derived based only on the 5 well detected multiplets. The abundance for each multiplet was determined from a flux-weighted average of the detected components, and the overall abundance calculated as the average of the multiplet abundances. Ar 3+ (CELs) 1.15 × 10 −7
+8.00×10 −9 −7.00×10 −9
S + (CELs) 2.60 × 10 −7
Cl + (CELs) 3.36 × 10 −9
Cl 2+ (CELs) 8.48 × 10 −8
Cl 3+ (CELs) 1.54 × 10 −8
ORLs, it was assumed that the ionisation structure is the same, and that the O + /O ratio from CELs can be used to correct for it. Thus, the abundance discrepancy factors for O 2+ and for O are the same. Lines of Ne 2+ from both recombination and collisional excitation were also both detected in the spectra. The ORLs give abundances consistent with each other, yielding a value of (1.7±0.2)×10 (2014) is strongly dependent on whether the PN is radiation or matter-bounded (providing a more realistic correction for matter-bounded PNe; Delgado-Inglada, private communication), we used the classical ICF approach to derive N abundances for IC 4776. The derived abundance discrepancy factor for N is 2.9, with statistical uncertainties of Cl (CELs) 1.04 × 10 −7
with systematic uncertainties probably much larger (especially given the uncertainty in the choice of ICF). The net result is that, whatever ICF we chose, the N/O ratio is relatively low (-0.75 < log (N/O) < -0.35).
Without UV spectra, we cannot derive an abundance discrepancy factor for carbon. However, studies have generally found that ionic and elemental ratios from ORLs are consistent with those derived from CELs ( and Ar 3+ as well as the collision strengths of Ar 3+ are responsible for most of the uncertainty in the derived total abundances, especially in the high-density (log (n e ) > 4.0) regime. Given that the computed density for IC 4776 is relatively high, especially for the medium ionisation zone, it is important to note that the uncertainties derived for the total nebular abundances are almost certainly underestimated. However, the consistency between the adfs derived for O 2+ and Ne 2+ provides a strong indication of the validity of the results.
CENTRAL STAR
Observations and data reduction
The central star of IC 4776 was observed a total of 10 times using the FORS2 instrument mounted on ESO's VLT-UT1 (Appenzeller et al. 1998) . 1200s exposures were acquired in service mode, randomly distributed throughout the observing period (see Table 4 for the exact dates). For each observation, the same instrumental setup was used, employing a longslit of width 0.5 and the GRIS 1200B grism resulting in a spectral range of 3700Å λ 5100Å with a spectral resolution of approximately 0.8Å.
All data were bias-subtracted, wavelength-calibrated and optimally-extracted using standard starlink routines (Shortridge et al. 2004 ).
Radial velocity variability
After the reduction, the spectra were continuum subtracted and aligned using the He i λ4471.48 nebular line, such that the systemic nebular velocity was at 0 km s −1 (thus accounting for both heliocentric velocity variations between observations and small deviations in the wavelength calibration). The Balmer lines were all found to be severely contaminated by the bright surrounding nebula, essentially leaving only the absorption line of He ii λ4541 as a "clean" feature for cross-correlation. The individual spectra were all crosscorrelated against a custom mask (namely a flat continuum with a deep, narrow absorption spike at the rest velocity of the He ii feature) with the resulting radial velocities (c.f. the nebular systemic velocity) listed in Table 4 , and plotted in Figure 8 .
There is a clear variation in the radial velocity with a semi-amplitude of about 30-40 km s −1 strongly indicating that the central star of IC 4776 is a binary system. Unfortunately, with so few radial velocity points, it is not possible to fully constrain the orbital period of the likely binary, with several periodicities and amplitudes providing reasonable fits to the data. Our current radial velocity data rule out periods much longer than 20 days, but shorter periods are relatively well fit. In Figure 8 , we show a tentative fit with a period of 9 days to highlight the significant radial velocity variations most likely due to orbital motion, as well as the need for further data. Interestingly, although the stellar systemic velocity (the zero of the sine curve used to fit the stellar radial velocities, often referred to as γ) was allowed to vary as part of the fitting procedure, it was found to coincide with the systemic velocity of the nebula (at zero in the plot given that the all radial velocities have been measured with respect to the nebular systemic velocity) within uncertainties (∆v = v neb − γ ∼3 km s −1 ). This indicates that the plotted fit may indeed be close to the true orbital solution. However, it must be emphasised that we find similarly good fits for a range of periods, including ∼0.3 and ∼1.2 days.
It is important to note that we do not see any clear signs of a secondary component in our spectra. Previous authors have classified the central star as a wels type (Tylenda et al. 1993), indicating that perhaps some emission lines attributable to the secondary could be present in the spectra. However, the extremely bright and compact nature of the central region of the nebula can account for the presence of these lines (Basurah et al. 2016) . We find the same bright, narrow emission lines in our 2D spectra, but find no evidence of an appreciable contribution to their flux from the central star; rather, they originate purely from the compact nebula (although accurate nebular subtraction is a challenge). Assuming that no such stellar emission lines are present and that the secondary is a main sequence star (the most common scenario; Jones & Boffin 2017), short periods ( 1 day) are unlikely given that at short periods a main-sequence star would be expected to show strong emission lines due to irradiation (Miszalski et al. 2011b; Jones et al. 2014 Jones et al. , 2015 . However, if the secondary is a fainter white dwarf, then short periods cannot be ruled out on the basis of a non-detection of irradiated lines in the spectrum.
Assuming that the nebular inclination derived in Section 2.3 is reflective of the inclination of the binary (as found in all cases where both inclinations are known; Hillwig et al. 2016) , then it is possible to place some limits on the possible mass of the secondary. Further assuming that the amplitude of the fit shown in Figure 8 , K 1 ∼40 km s −1 , is representative of the true amplitude (a seemingly reasonable assumption given the relatively even distribution of the radial velocity data points), then a 9 day period would imply a mass ratio (q=
) of around unity. Longer periods and/or greater radial velocity amplitudes would both imply higher mass ratios and vice versa. The mass function for the secondary can be written as
where M 1 and M 2 are the primary and secondary masses, i is the inclination of the orbital plane, and P is the orbital period.
Taking a relatively standard white dwarf mass for the primary of M 1 =0.6M (and maintaining the assumption that K 1 ∼40 km s −1 ), the mass function can be solved analytically for the secondary mass. Taking into account the uncertainty on the nebular inclination (based on the spatiokinematical modelling presented in Section 2.3), the possible range of secondary masses are plotted as a function of period in Figure 9 . Under these assumptions, the tentative 9 day period would imply that the secondary is likely a late-type main sequence star (roughly of spectral type K) or a white dwarf. For the secondary to be a white dwarf, it would have to have been initially the more massive component of the binary and, as such, would be expected to leave a more massive remnant (at least more massive than the primary remnant which, in this case, was assumed to be 0.6M ). This is a possibility given that the open mass range for the secondary, based on our fits, is approximately 0.6-0.7M . However, a more massive secondary would probably be required in order for it to have now cooled beyond observability in our spectra. If the true period is shorter than 9 days (Figure 9 also shows solutions for the reasonable fits at 0.3 days and 1.2 days) and then the open mass range would be significantly lower, ruling out an evolved white dwarf companion for the same reason, while a main sequence secondary would become less likely given the aforementioned non-detection of irradiated emission lines originating from the secondary. However, this effect may be counteracted by the implied low secondary masses (and therefore radii) at shorter periods, as the level of irradiation in such systems is principally a function of the apparent radius of the irradiated star (proportional to the ratio of the secondary radius and the orbital separation).
Greater radial velocity amplitudes than the assumed ∼40 km s possibility of a more massive, evolved white dwarf companion, however in that case the system would have to have undergone two common-envelope phases (given that the AGB radius of a more massive companion would inevitably have been larger than that of the primary) which almost certainly would result in a very short orbital period (Tovmassian et al. 2010) . Therefore, on a stellar evolutionary basis, a main sequence secondary (roughly of K-type for a period of 9 day, or late M-type for periods less than 1 day) would seem the more plausible companion, although a white dwarf secondary cannot be entirely ruled out.
DISCUSSION
Population synthesis models predict many post-CE systems with periods of several to a few tens of days (e.g. Han et al. 1995) . However, the known population of post-CE binary central stars of PNe is very sparse in this region , with a similar paucity observed in the general white dwarf plus main sequence binary population (Nebot Gómez-Morán et al. 2011) . Thus far, it is unclear whether this lack of intermediate period binary central stars represents purely failure of the population synthesis models 2 or also an observational bias towards the discovery of short period systems.
Recent observations have indicated that long-term radial velocity monitoring with modern, high-stability spectrographs may hold the key to revealing this missing intermediate-period population, should it indeed exist (e.g. Miszalski et al. 2017) . Here, we have reported on the discovery of a post-CE binary star at the centre of IC 4776 via such radial velocity monitoring. While the period of the system cannot be confirmed by the data (several periods ranging from ∼0.3-9 days provide reasonable orbital solutions), the detection further supports the hypothesis that a systematic radial velocity survey may indeed reveal the presence of many intermediate period binaries inside PNe.
The central star of IC 4776 was found to be a singlelined binary with a tentative orbital period of ∼9 days (though shorter periods cannot be ruled out), where the secondary is most likely a main sequence star (of mass ∼0.1-0.7 M ). The system was selected for monitoring based primarily on the presence of precessing jets, believed to result from mass transfer in a central binary system. Such mass transfer has been hypothesized to occur either prior to or immediately after the CE phase (Corradi et al. 2011; Miszalski et al. 2013; Boffin et al. 2012; Tocknell et al. 2014 ), but may also help to prevent in-spiral during the CE as part of a grazing envelope evolution (GEE; Soker 2015; Shiber et al. 2017) . Such a GEE may lead to the preferential formation of wide binaries, but the range of possible periods derived for IC 4776 does not extend to long enough periods to necessitate a GEE to explain its formation (though nor does it rule out such an evolution).
An empirical analysis of the chemical abundances in IC 4776 based onéchelle spectra covering the entire optical range indicates a low N/O ratio as well as a low C/O ratio (both of which are ∼0.3). This may be indicative that interaction with the companion cut short the AGB evolution of the nebular progenitor (De Marco 2009; Jones et al. 2014) .
In PNe, there is a long standing discrepancy between chemical abundances derived using ORLs and those derived using CELs, which has often been attributed to the existence of a second phase of cold hydrogen deficient material within the normal nebular gas phase (Liu et al. 2000; Tsamis et al. 2003; Zhang et al. 2004; Wesson et al. 2005) . The discrepancy is typically a factor of 2-3 but exceeds a factor of 5 in about 20% of nebulae. Recent observations have suggested that high abundance discrepancies may be strongly correlated with central stars that have undergone a CE evolution Jones et al. 2016; Wesson et al. 2017 ). However, our chemical analysis reveals the adf of IC 4776 to be particularly low at ∼2, which is not just low for a PN with a binary central star, but for PNe in general. Interest-2 It is important to note that population synthesis models rely on an ad hoc prescription of the common envelope process, often relying on simple parameterisations that have been proven to be less than satisfactory in reproducing observations ). Hydrodynamic models thus far fall short of being able to make the predictions required for use in population synthesis (Ivanova et al. 2013) , however tend to almost unanimously predict very short post-CE orbitals periods while the few that do predict longer periods seem to be under-resolved (see e.g. Passy et al. 2012 ).
ingly, the only other post-CE system known to reside in a low-adf nebula is an intermediate-period system (NGC 5189 with a period of 4 days; García-Rojas et al. 2013; Manick et al. 2015) which, if the period of IC 4776 is a long as 9 days, may imply a connection between intermediate period binaries and low nebular adfs. Furthermore, NGC 5189 is host to a [WR] type primary (Manick et al. 2015) , as has been claimed for the central star of IC 4776 (Tylenda et al. 1993) . In total, this means three [WR]-type central stars are known to reside in binaries, with the two previous detections (NGC 5189 and PM 1-23) both having orbital periods longer than one day 3 . The connection between intermediate periods, low adfs and [WR] central stars is, thus far, tenuous, given the extremely small number statistics involved, particularly given that we are unable to derive a definitive period for the central star of IC 4776. However, there may perhaps be reasonable physical grounds for such correlations. Manick et al. (2015) suggest that the strong winds observed in [WR] stars may help to prevent spiral-in, via pre-CE wind interaction, leading to longer post-CE periods 4 . Should high adfs be the result of a nova-like eruption which ejects a second, chemically-enriched gas phase into the nebula Jones et al. 2016; García-Rojas et al. 2016 ), then it is not unreasonable to expect that central stars with little hydrogen on their surfaces may be less likely to experience such outbursts (i.e. without hydrogen to burn, they do not undergo an eruption). However, one formation mechanism for such [WR] stars is to undergo some form of late thermal pulse which depletes their outer layers in hydrogen, whilst also providing an explanation for the presence of hydrogen-poor ejecta in their host nebulae (Ercolano et al. 2004) . Indeed, previously connections were made between the abundance discrepancy problem and hydrogen-depleted central stars (Ercolano et al. 2004) , particularly in the case of born-again central stars which are found to show some of the highest discrepancies (Wesson et al. 2003 (Wesson et al. , 2008 . However, more recent studies have shown that in many cases PNe with [WR] central stars present with rather modest abundance discrepancies (García-Rojas et al. 2013) .
Assuming that high adfs are the result of late ejection of low-metallicity material, it might be expected that longer period systems do not experience any post-CE mass transfer that could lead to an outburst. There is little evidence of such post-CE mass transfer in other high adf PNe, however, in NGC 6337, jets are observed to have been launched after the ejection of the CE (perhaps as a result of post-CE mass transfer; García-Díaz et al. 2009 ) while the nebular adf is observed to be highly elevated (∼30; Wesson et al. 2017) . Furthermore, the possibility remains open for other systems based on the observation of near-Roche-lobe-filling, post-CE secondary stars .
Unfortunately, the adf of the only other PN known to 3 The orbital period of the [WR] central star of PM 1-23 is given as 0.6 days by Hajduk et al. (2010) , but further observations have shown that this is, in fact, half the orbital period (Manick et al. 2015, Miszalski et al., in prep.) . Figure A1 shows the full UVES spectrum of IC 4776 referred to in Section 2, along with the alfa fit over-plotted. The observed and dereddened fluxes derived from the alfa fit are presented in Table A1 . Table A1 . Observed, F(λ), and dereddened, I(λ), nebular emission line fluxes of IC 4776 relative to I(Hβ) = 100 (≡ F(Hβ) = 103.992). Asterisks denote that the line is detected as a blend with the previous line in the table, and the flux listed is the total flux of the unresolved lines. The upper and lower term columns show the upper and lower levels of the atomic transition producing the line, while g 1 and g 2 are the degeneracy factors of the two levels. Figure A1 . The alfa spectral fit (red-dashed) overlaid on top of the combined, observed UVES spectra (black-solid). Wavelength (Å) Figure A1 -continued The alfa spectral fit (red-dashed) overlaid on top of the combined, observed UVES spectra (black-solid). MNRAS 000, 1-21 (2017) 
